
Measurement Result Real-Time Linked Output Option

Measurement results are recorded directly without 
operator intervention. Ensure work quality and 
information reliability.

Worried about errors
in recording measurements on forms

Cost reductionReduction of man-hoursQuality Improvement

Automatically record measurement values on your forms.
Reduce errors and man-hours caused by recording,
and improve reliability and productivity.

Software for
Windows 10 Pro

0min
Linkage!

Automation!

Spreadsheet

Dedicated
software

Notepad

Browser

Automatic recording of measured 
values. Eliminates recording errors 
and ensures reliability.

Just by proceeding with the work, the form will be 
automatically completed. Improves productivity in 
both work and management.

The work is interrupted
every time recording is performed,
resulting in inefficient work

Eliminate transcription and input work 
and concentrate on your work. Improve 
work efficiency and productivity.

No need to introduce a new system by linking 
existing forms with TRASAS Admin PRO. It can be 
implemented in a short period of time and the effects 
can be seen immediately.

Difficult to change forms for
administrative and cost reasons

Works with a wide range of 
applications. No need to develop 
systems or change forms.

TRASAS Admin PRO Optional Products



Software Features

Full Size
(TRASAS Admin PRO)

Minimum Size
(AO Option)

Output items

Real-time recording

Examples of Effective Use

By linking mechanical torque wrenches with 
TORQULE, it is possible to upgrade from 
"Handwritten check of references" to "Automatic 
input of fastening torque values" for recording 
on forms.

In work data management...

*Internet connection is required for software download and license authentication.
*Operation confirmed with our Windows 10 Pro (version 1809). Even if you use it in the 
above environment, it may not work properly depending on your device or environment. 
Please note.

TRASAS Admin PRO AO:
Option for real-time linked output of measurement results

By linking TIRE DEPTH GAUGE and the 
inspection record book, measurement results can 
be immediately converted to reports on the spot. 
This can also be provided to the customer.

In inspection data management...

Operating
environment

OS : Windows 10 Pro
Framework : .NET Framework 4.8
Wireless communication : Bluetooth ver. 4.1

TRASAS Admin PRO
 (basic product: sold separately)

TRASAS Admin PRO AO
(optional product: this product)

Measurement status and your management forms are displayed on 
the same screen. In addition to audible alerts and highly visible 
results, recorded information can be checked in real time.

Easy-to-read measurement display 
that does not interfere with report operations

Various parameters can be output in addition to measurement values. 
It is possible to create comprehensive management reports without 
any hassle.

Easily set various output items

At the same time as automatically recording to existing forms, all data 
is also saved in CSV format. Secondary use is possible as work 
management and quality control records.

Record necessary information
and all information at the same time

To output measurement results, simply select the relevant section of 
the form and work on it. Simple setup and operation enable rapid 
implementation.

Easy Operation for Anyone

. Measured value

. Unit of measurement

. Working date and time

. Tool number

. Nickname

. Measurement judgment result

. Direction of rotation

. Target value

. Lower limit value

. Upper limit value

. Pass/Fail judgment

. Mode information

Software must be installed on a 
smartphone, tablet device, or PC to 
display and report torque values 
(some software is available for a fee).

Software Linkage IoT Tool

Easy and accurate torque measurement 
by simply attaching to the tool.

Easy measurement of brake pad thickness.Compact size for measurement even in 
the tire house.

Sound and light enable torque measurement 
without individual differences.
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